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This book explores how children, young people and families cope with situations of socio-economic poverty and precarity
in diverse international contexts and looks at the evidence of the harms and inequalities caused by these processes.
While this book is primarily not concerned with British imperialism or colonial history, it has been written to contribute to
the study and understanding of the root cause of what led to political and liberation consciousness among Africans from
the 1890s - 1950s. In this book, an African girl outlines the effects of colonialism from colonial scenarios she witnessed,
and stories told to her by her charismatic, charming, cunning, hero, and Victorian grandfather named Ngosa Kabaso
Shompolo Mulutula, who was recruited by Dr. David Livingstone’s entourage to help ferry the explorer’s embalmed body
from Chitambo Village in Serenje district of present day Zambia where he died in May 1873 to Bagamoyo in Tanganyika
(present day Tanzania) on the East Coast of Africa for shipment to United Kingdom on the Indian Ocean via Suez Canal
and the Mediterranean Sea. The author states that her grandfather was a young teenager with a relentless enduring spirit
for survival. It is as a result of this strong mentality in him that made him accept to undertake a six months journey of
1,500 miles on foot with other pallbearers to ensure that Dr. Livingstone’s body should be taken to sleep among his
people. She also points out that her grandfather did not meet the British explorer per say as he was already dead at the
time he got recruited to undertake the great epic journey across the crocodile infested swamps and rivers, while fending
off dangerous animals in the thick forests of Africa to Tanganyika. It is in her belief that her grandfather and Dr.
Livingstone may have met in spirit as porters carried Dr. Livingstone’s remains on their bare shoulders day and night,
probably whispering to him and asking for guidance whilst in despair for directions to Tanganyika. Their belief in their
beloved great doctor missionary and explorer whose corpse they were carrying was total and unquestionable hence in
times of total danger, frustration and despair his African porters called out his African petty name of (Bwana Munali) ‘Big
Hunter’ and asked his spirit to protect them until they arrived at Unyanyembe and later Bagamoyo on the Indian Ocean,
East Coast of Africa in October 1873. Of the three senior porters, Susi, Chuma and Jacob Wainwright, and 79 other
porters, only Wainright (who was most literate) was accorded the chance to escort Dr. Livingstone’s coffin to United
Kingdom and witnessed Livingstone’s funeral at Westminster Abbey on 18th April 1874. It is reported that Chuma and
Susi whom Livingstone rescued from a slave trader and worked for him longest were later sent for by James Young in
1874 to visit the United Kingdom three months after the funeral mainly to assist with compiling Livingstone’s last part of
his expedition. The remaining 79 porters who endeavored the Great Epic Journey including Mulutula were paid off and
summarily dismissed by the Acting Consul at Zanzibar Captain W.F. Prideaux who discriminated against female porters
and were not paid their final wages. A warship HMS Vulture collected the corpse from Bagamoyo for delivery at Zanzibar
from where the body was repacked and shipped to Aden on the first mail ship and thereafter got transferred to the P&O
Liner Malwa still watched over by Wainright and, from Alexandria, also accompanied by Livingstone’s son Tom. They
arrived at Southampton on 15th April, 1874. The dismissed 79 unsung heroes then embarked on a disastrous torturous
return journey back home without medical facilities nor equipment for navigation as they were taken away from them at
Unyanyembe by Lieutenant Verney Lovett Cameron which were not returned as he continued across Africa leaving the
corpse at Bagamoyo. In his own words, Mulutula said, “Most porters died on their return trek from starvation, natural
fatigue, malaria, diarrhea, snake/crocodile bites and occasional attacks from wild animals and villagers who mistook them
for Arab slave traders. However, wandering through unknown territories resulted in fortune and fame to ‘Mulutula’, who
for example accidentally wandered off into Mulala kingdom where he met and married the chief’s granddaughter, Lucie
Mulala. Chief Mulala could not give consent to Mulutula’s first proposal to his granddaughter because he considered him
as a commoner, a wandering traveler and foreigner known in the local dialect as “abena fyalo”, and a man of no fixed
aboard. Unperturbed Mulutula returned after securing documents introducing him as a descendant of Chiefs and a son of
a respected village headman. Armed with those documents, presents and accompanied by a number of elders as per his
tribe’s tradition when seeking a woman in marriage, Mulutula headed back to Mulala Kingdom to officially ask for Lucie
Mulala’s hand in marriage (traditional marriage proposal.) As a way to welcome Mulutula and his entourage into his royal
family, Chief Mulala gave his new son in-law massive pieces of land. It is out of his courage, desire to prosper and
fighting spirit that Mulutula later established Katobole village which resonates to the author’s mind unspeakable
memories of bravery, love and true understanding of how Dr. Livingstone’s death resulted in a marriage that outlived the
test of time, bringing forth off-springs who among them is the author of this book Thanks to Livingstone’s Great Epic
journey in our area for without his death in our country, my grandfather would have never met and married grandma
Princess Lucie Mulala. oooooOOOOOooooo
When Zambia became Independent in 1964, the white colonial population did not suddenly evaporate. Some had
supported Independence, others had virulently opposed it, but all had to reappraise their nationality, residence and
careers. A few became Zambian citizens and many more chose to stay while without committing themselves. But most of
the colonial population eventually trickled out of the country to start again elsewhere. Pamela Charmer-Smith has traced
survivors of this population to discover how new lives where constructed and new perspectives generated. Her account
draws on the power of postcolonial memory to understand the many ways that copper miners, district officers, schoolchildren and housewives became the empires relics. Her work is not that of a dispassionate outsider but of one who grew
up in Northern Rhodesia, knew its colonial population and has considerable affection for Zambia.
Studies of gender in African Christianity have usually focused on women. This book draws attention to men and
constructions of masculinity, particularly important in light of the HIV epidemic which has given rise to a critical
investigation of dominant forms of masculinity. These are often associated with the spread of HIV, gender-based violence
and oppression of women. Against this background Christian theologians and local churches in Africa seek to change
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men and transform masculinities. Exploring the complexity and ambiguity of religious gender discourses in contemporary
African contexts, this book critically examines the ways in which some progressive African theologians, and a Catholic
parish and a Pentecostal church in Zambia, work on a 'transformation of masculinities'.
This book offers a detailed history of the development of teacher education in Zambia. Also analysed is the nature of
education offered at different times and how the teacher and his/her education reflect this, arguing the need for a
fundamentally new philosophy of education and a mode of teacher formation in line with it.
Coping with Dyslexia, Dysgraphia and ADHD: A Global Perspective uniquely incorporates dyslexia, dysgraphia, and
ADHD into one volume, offering practical advice on how to manage each of these disorders. McBride combines a solid
research base with interviews with specialists in learning disabilities, as well as parents, teachers, and students with
personal knowledge of each difficulty from six continents. The innovative cross-cultural focus of the book is emphasized
in the introduction, which is followed by one chapter each on the basics of each of these learning difficulties and another
three chapters on their remediation. The book goes on to cover topics such as comorbidities across learning or other
difficulties, learning of multiple languages, facilitating self-esteem, and enhancing reading comprehension and writing
composition in the face of dyslexia, dysgraphia, and ADHD. Appendices with short, practical tips on learning, multi-media
resources, and ways to test and train cognitive-linguistic skills are included as an additional resource. Coping with
Dyslexia, Dysgraphia and ADHD: A Global Perspective is intended for practitioners, teachers, parents, and those with
any or all of these learning difficulties. University or postgraduate students who wish to understand more about dyslexia,
dysgraphia, and/or ADHD will also benefit from the clear analysis. With this book, the reader will not only come to
understand the fundamental nature of these learning difficulties, but will also get to know the people whose lives are so
deeply affected by them.
Ethics, Morals and Values in Education By: Plyson Manyani Muzumara Many people in our country feel children today
are growing up in an environment of moral distortion and decay. Children are exposed to evil influences from different
dimensions within and outside of their communities. It is not uncommon to listen to the news and hear of corruption,
thefts, child defilement, examination malpractices, gender-based violence and similar vices. We see a gradual erosion of
values and morals in our society, but little effort is being spent to change it. Reflecting upon our culture’s history should
give us the opportunity to prepare our teachers to assume the role of moral educators as well as the conveyers of subject
content. This book focuses on the need to introduce and promote ethics, morals and values education in Zambia at both
school and teacher education levels. It draws information generated by the author from schools, colleges of education
and universities. Without a well-defined education policy in favour of promoting pupil and teacher ethics, morals and
values in our learning institutions, efforts to promote the same in our education system are doomed to fail.
In Zambia, due to the rise of tuberculosis and the closely connected HIV epidemic, a large number of children have
experienced the illness or death of at least one parent. Children as Caregivers examines how well intentioned
practitioners fail to realize that children take on active caregiving roles when their guardians become seriously ill and
demonstrates why understanding children’s care is crucial for global health policy. Using ethnographic methods, and
listening to the voices of the young as well as adults, Jean Hunleth makes the caregiving work of children visible. She
shows how children actively seek to “get closer” to ill guardians by providing good care. Both children and ill adults
define good care as attentiveness of the young to adults’ physical needs, the ability to carry out treatment and
medication programs in the home, and above all, the need to maintain physical closeness and proximity. Children
understand that losing their guardians will not only be emotionally devastating, but that such loss is likely to set them
adrift in Zambian society, where education and advancement depend on maintaining familial, reciprocal relationships.
View a gallery of images from the book (https://www.flickr.com/photos/childrenascaregivers)
A fascinating exploration of life in 1960’s post-colonial Africa, South of the Lake, North of the River is an in depth look at
the politics, culture-and teachings-of the time.
These delightful stories about children and families from any different countries and cultures introduce children to the
realities of poverty and injustice, and inspire them to make a difference.
Black Women in Management identifies some of the differences and/or similarities that exist between these women's
career choices and progression and explores how they address socio-cultural and gendered expectations of domestic,
social and caring commitments as career women living and working in two urban cities – one African, the other
European.
Though autobiographical, this book gives insights into other cultures in the rapidly developing nation of Papua New
Guinea. Aiyura National High School(ANHS) 1978 to 86 was part of a strategy to build the new nation and break down
old tribal barriers by uniting young people (Grades 11 and 12) from all over the country, including the islands. ANHS was
a happy place of amazing cultural and linguistic diversity. This book,illustrated with colour photographs, records the
remarkable experience of being a part of such an ambitious and enjoyable step towards nation-building.
Teaching Social and Emotional Learning in Physical Education is the ideal resource for understanding and integrating
social and emotional learning (SEL) competencies into the structure of a physical education program, alongside physical
activity and skill development goals. This text should be incorporated as a key resource to guide physical education
teacher education courses specifically focused on social and emotional learning while also providing supplemental
readings for courses related to physical education curriculum, instruction, assessment, and/or models-based practice.
Similarly, practicing physical education teachers who are interested in developing a stronger focus on SEL in their
teaching will find that the book provides a comprehensive resource to guide their professional learning and practice.
This volume is the first general social and economic history of the Western Cape of South Africa. Until recently, this
region had been largely neglected by historians because it does not occupy a central place in the national political
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economy. Wilmot G. James and Mary Simons argue that a great deal about modern South Africa has been shaped by
the distinctive society and economy of the Western Cape. Its history also reveals striking parallels and contrasts with
other regions of the African continent. The Western Cape is the only region of South Africa to have experienced slavery.
In this sense, the Western Cape has historical traditions more akin to colonial slave societies of the Americas than to
those of the rest of Africa. Moreover, in contrast to the rest of South Africa, a proletariat emerged in the Western Cape
early in its history, at the start of the eighteenth century. There developed a much more stable and enduring system of
class and labor relations. In the twentieth century, these became closely enmeshed with race and status. Racial
paternalism and the close correlation between class, caste, and color have their historical roots in the Western Cape. The
book is arranged thematically and explores the social and economic consequences of slavery and emancipation in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Issues of economy and labor, such as economic underdevelopment in the Western
Cape, the labor market, and trade-union organization in the twentieth century are examined. The authors also treat the
role of the state in shaping Western Cape society. Class, Caste, and Color is not only a groundbreaking work in the study
of South Africa, but provides an agenda for future researchers. It will be essential reading for historians, economists, and
Africa area specialists. Wilmot G. James is the executive director of the Africa Genome Education Institute. He has
taught at The University of Cape Town, Yale University, and Indiana University. Mary Simons is a senior lecturer in the
department of political studies at the University of Cape Town. Her research interests include social relations in Cape
Town, gender politics, and third world comparative politics.
This work represents the definitive account of the Jewish community in central Africa. It tells the story of the coming of
the first Jews to the area in the late 19th century, the heyday of the Jewish community in the mid-20th century, and its
decline since Zambian independence. Dealing primarily with the Jewish traders in Zambia who flourished in the face of
both anti-semitism and their own acute social dislocation, Macmillan explores a number of interrelated topics: the colonial
office discussions about Jewish immigration in the 1930s, the attempts to settle refugees in Africa by both pro-and antisemites, Jewish religious life in the region, and the remarkable cultural and professional role played by the Jewish
settlers. Setting these issues in the context of a general history of southern and central Africa, this book constitutes a
major contribution to our understanding of the economic history of the entire region. It will be of interest to both historians
of Africa and anyone concerned with economic development, identity and immigrant communities.
As a result of the AIDS epidemic, many nations around the world have faced the demands of caring for a particularly
vulnerable population of children, the orphans of parents who have died of AIDS or whose caregivers are terminally ill
from the disease. Overcoming AIDS: Lessons Learned from Uganda offers an in-depth exploration of this global issue
and provides a broad focus on evolving a constructive response to the HIV/AIDS epidemic. This collaborative resource is
the fourth in the Research in Global Child Advocacy book series, and it offers readers a glimpse into the experience of
HIV/AIDS infected and affected people from the perspective of researchers, policy makers, and professionals who
diligently work toward crafting a framework for action that is integrated across disciplines. Despite the enormity and
intensity of the problem, chapter authors share a commitment to advocate for a better world in which social and economic
disparities do not preclude children from experiencing a future that is bright with potential opportunities and hope.
Educators and researchers in variety of locations increasingly encounter linguistically and socio-culturally diverse groups of students in their
classrooms and lecture halls. This book examines everyday forms of talk and writing in relation to standardised forms and schooling
expectations to suggest ways forward in educational discourse.
Teaching abroad is one promising pathway to educational diplomacy and positive international relations. As opportunities to teach
internationally increase, educators need to develop skills and cultural understandings that will prepare them for the challenges they may face
in diverse cultures. Cases on Global Competencies for Educational Diplomacy in International Settings is a pivotal academic resource that
explores the development of cultural competency, knowledge, skills, and dispositions critical for teaching abroad. Featuring anecdotal
vignettes that illustrate competency on topics, such as adaptability, educational diplomacy, and cultural fluency in educational ventures, this
book is geared towards school administrators, university professors, curriculum developers, and researchers interested in teaching and
leading abroad.
Life is a journey of many of years in the past and future. Many people that have taken life seriously have achieved their goals and have ended
up being celebrated.Life always give us an opportunity to succeed. In this book I present to you some steps of how you can succeed in your
life. These steps are part of other many steps that different persons have used to achieve their destiny. The concepts of life listed in this book
are not a substitute to the instruction of God. I must say that success is not easy journey.For one to succeed,one should be prepared to work
hard and harder. One should also be prepared to sacrifice. Success is ordained by God. People that have genuinly succeeded would testify
how God has blessed them and managed to achieve there goals. So I encourage you to read this book and always remember that success is
your God given anointing.
"Zambian Music Legends is a marathon journey into the history of Zambian music. This journey surveys the wonderful art from its traditional
function in the distant past to the presenet era where 'Zam-ragga' and hip hop have taken root. The book also plays tribute to the often
unsung heroes who have devoted their lives and careers to the growth of the music industry. Music is an essential mass media tool that
contributes to the socio-cultural development of society. As a result of this the book further attemps to look at the role music has played in
shaping the socio-cultural and economic development of the country"--Cover.
This book is a comprehensive text for those interested in formal education in sub-Saharan Africa. It provides a thought-provoking overview of
the key educational ideas, themes and issues facing schooling in Africa today, by drawing on a wide literature to examine evidence
concerning both educational policy and the working realities of primary and secondary schools in Africa. Based on the author’s forty years of
experience in researching and publishing on education in Africa, it takes a balanced but critical approach to analysing education in Africa, and
discusses both positive and negative patterns across the region, as well as identifying differences between and within countries. The book
examines major questions of educational provision, structure, content and process but does so in a way that raises challenging questions
about gender, inequality, violence, authoritarianism and democracy in education as well the fundamental question of whether education is
achieving its desired outcomes. It will be of great interest to students and researchers working in the fields of comparative and international
education, education and international development, African education, African studies and development studies.
SUNY Buffalo State is a unique urban comprehensive liberal arts public institution serving a large number of first generation college students.
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One flagship program at the college is the Professional Development Schools (PDS) consortium. Beginning in 1991 with one partner school,
the SUNY Buffalo State PDS consortium now partners with approximately 45 schools locally, in Western New York, New York City, and
across five continents. This book seeks to share the skills, knowledge, and examples of evidence-based practice of this innovative program to
offer readers ideas for how teacher education and professional development might be re-conceptualized and re-energized.
Up-to-date resources providing full coverage of Cambridge IGCSE First Language English (0500 and 0522) for first examination in 2015. This
standalone, photocopiable Teacher's Resource Book provides a complete solution to teaching the Cambridge IGCSE First Language English.
It contains teaching resources not linked to the coursebook or workbook topics, so it can be used independently or to supplement teaching
using the other components in the suite. It contains 28 themed units grouped into six parts focusing on the following skills: Reading
comprehension, Writers' effects, Summary, Directed writing, Composition and Coursework. The Teacher's Resource Book includes practical
advice for teachers as well as worksheets with answers and full lesson plans. A microsite provides free online resources to support the
course.
The true story of a London schoolteacher, who, tired of the rat race and brooding over a failed relationship,uproots and volunteers to teach in
rural africa for two years. Sent to the Republic of Zambia with a remit to teach maths, HIV and Gender awareness,he finds both hope in
unusual places, and corruption where he least expects.This memoir is both a recollection of his more vivid memories of eastern province, and
his reflections on problems in Zambia and their possible causes. It also a useful study of the physical and pyschological challenges that a
volunteer may face in Africa.
Ever since high school, Katie Weldon has wondered what it would be like to be Rick Doyle’s girlfriend. As a college senior she’s about to
find out.In the swirl of Katie’s upgraded dating life, she receives an unexplained bouquet, an unexpected call from her mother, an
unprecedented girls’ night out with Christy, and an unhappy moment when her beloved car, Baby Hummer, takes its last wheeze. Rick's new
roommate, Eli, complicates things by inviting Katie on a midnight jaunt to see a meteor shower. Under a canopy of stars Katie grasps a new
view of the universe—out there as well as up close. As if she had nothing else to do, on a whim, she singlehandedly starts a fund-raising
campaign for clean water for Africa.With Rick caught up in making plans for the future, how will Katie navigate her way through the remainder
of her college career with no money, no transportation, no spare time and no idea what God is up to?On a Whim is the second book in the
Katie Weldon Series.
This book examines the new donor concept "education for all" which was coined at a World Bank initiated conference in 1990 in Jomtien,
Thailand. The author uses her experience to examine what is going on in the education sector.
This popular book provides a compelling introduction to thinking about childhood in rigorous and critical ways. Karen Wells offers a unique
global perspective on children’s lives, showing how the notion of childhood varies widely and is continuously being radically re-shaped.
Taking children seriously as active participants in society, the book explores key social issues such as how children are constituted as raced,
classed and gendered subjects; how school and work operate as sites for the governing of childhood; and how children both shape and are
shaped by politics, culture and the economy. Taking an engaging historical and comparative approach, the book discusses wide-ranging
topics including children’s rights, the family, play, labour, migration and trafficking. In addition to updated literature throughout, this revised
third edition includes extensive new material on children’s activism, politics and war, and a whole new chapter on juvenile justice. The book
will continue to be of great value to students and scholars in the fields of sociology, geography, social policy and development studies. It will
also be a valuable companion to practitioners whose work involves or impacts children, as well as to anyone interested in childhood in the
contemporary world.
The Southern African country of Zambia with 72 tribes has experienced tremendous social turmoil during the last 48 years. The 13 million
citizens migrated into the cities and professionals immigrated and scattered abroad in a growing Diaspora. The diversity of the Zambian
society and globalization has created a cultural crisis. "Satisfying Zambian Hunger for Culture" discusses social and political history, gender
rites of passage, food, religion, witchcraft, and recommendations for contemporary life in the 21st century. The17 chapter book puts the
diverse Zambian African tribal customs, culture and technology into the modern digital age.
The Emergence of Teacher Education in ZambiaEmerald Group Publishing
In today’s increasingly interconnected world, how do we prepare our children to succeed and to become happy, informed global citizens? A
mother of three, Homa Sabet Tavangar has spent her career helping governments develop globally oriented programs and advising
businesses on how to thrive abroad. In Growing Up Global, Tavangar shares with all of us her “parenting toolbox” to help give our children a
vital global perspective. Whether you’re mastering a greeting in ten different languages, throwing an internationally themed birthday party, or
celebrating a newfound holiday, Growing Up Global provides parents and children with a rich, exciting background for exploring and
connecting with far-flung nations they may have only heard about on television. Inside you’ll discover • fun activities, games, and
suggestions for movies, music, books, magazines, service activities, and websites for expanding your family’s worldview • simple
explanations that will help your children grasp the diversity of world faiths • creative ways to gain geography literacy • handy lists of
celebrations and customs that offer a fascinating look at how people from different cultures around the world live everyday life Growing Up
Global is a book that parents, grandparents, and teachers can turn to again and again for inspiration and motivation as they strive to open the
minds of children everywhere.
The book shows that while gender inequalities in society are driving aspects of the HIV epidemic, democratic learning environments informed
by evidence-based policy, implemented with leadership for transforming deeply held values and beliefs regarding sexual behaviour and
sexuality can be empowering.
All on my own is the story of a troubled little girl from Dublin whose family, and in particular her dad, mean everything to her. As a teenager
she is very unwell with epilepsy, which is causing big educational and social problems. She learns to kiss down in Wexford, which has
become her second home. This leads to some unpleasant sexual incidents. Sarah has made a decision to be a virgin, and about six or seven
months after breaking up with her religious boyfriend, she starts a romantic story with a man she picks out of a crowd. Over time, she comes
to realise that he’s the only one for her.

In this unique and unprecedented study of birding in Africa, historian Nancy Jacobs reconstructs the collaborations
between well-known ornithologists and the largely forgotten guides, hunters, and taxidermists who worked with them.
Drawing on ethnography, scientific publications, private archives, and interviews, Jacobs asks: How did white
ornithologists both depend on and operate distinctively from African birders? What investment did African birders have in
collaborating with ornithologists? By distilling the interactions between European science and African vernacular
knowledge, this stunningly illustrated work offers a fascinating examination of the colonial and postcolonial politics of
expertise about nature.
1967 Nobel Prize winner George Wald, whom is best known for his work with retinal pigmentation, delivers a speech
entitled, "Choose Life," in which he discusses the politics of pollution, the religion of the scientist, and the awesomeness
of reality.
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Explores the experience of one young man and the concerns about CTE he helped to illuminate, and the cultural allure of
football in America that keeps boys trying to make the team despite the dangers Award-winning journalist Vicki Mayk
raises a critical question for football players and their communities: does loving a sport justify risking your life? This is the
insightful and deeply human story of Owen Thomas—a star football player at Penn, who took his own life when he was 21,
the result of the pain and anguish caused by chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE). It was Owen’s landmark case
which demonstrated that a player didn’t need years of head bashing in the NFL, or even multiple sustained brain
concussions, to cause the mind-altering, life-threatening, degenerative disease known as CTE. And Owen’s case could
not have come to light without Dr. Ann McKee, the neuropathologist who bucked conventional wisdom, and the football
establishment, as she examined Owen’s brain and its larger significance, building an ever-stronger case that said, at the
very least, football should not be played by children under the age of 14. With its focus on a single life and the community
touched by it—Owen’s family, his teammates and friends, his teachers and coaches, and, later, Dr. McKee—Growing Up
on the Gridiron explores the place of football in our lives. It doesn’t make a heavy-handed argument to abandon the
sport. Rather, it explores why football matters so deeply to many young men, and why they continue to take risks despite
the evidence of serious, long-term harm.
A truly international project: German editors featuring Zambian experts who provide their expertise on a variety of topics
such as geography, society, economy, tourism, education and culture. Highly informed and committed articles and
interviews portraying a country with about 46% of its population under the age of 15, a rather young democracy in subSaharan Africa and an exciting tourism destination still fairly unknown outside Africa. In addition, a carefully chosen
collection of photos allowing colourful and authentic insights on Young Zambia.
The challenges for young people making the transition to adulthood are greater today than ever before. Globalization,
with its power to reach across national boundaries and into the smallest communities, carries with it the transformative
power of new markets and new technology. At the same time, globalization brings with it new ideas and lifestyles that can
conflict with traditional norms and values. And while the economic benefits are potentially enormous, the actual course of
globalization has not been without its critics who charge that, to date, the gains have been very unevenly distributed,
generating a new set of problems associated with rising inequality and social polarization. Regardless of how the
globalization debate is resolved, it is clear that as broad global forces transform the world in which the next generation
will live and work, the choices that today's young people make or others make on their behalf will facilitate or constrain
their success as adults. Traditional expectations regarding future employment prospects and life experiences are no
longer valid. Growing Up Global examines how the transition to adulthood is changing in developing countries, and what
the implications of these changes might be for those responsible for designing youth policies and programs, in particular,
those affecting adolescent reproductive health. The report sets forth a framework that identifies criteria for successful
transitions in the context of contemporary global changes for five key adult roles: adult worker, citizen and community
participant, spouse, parent, and household manager.
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